Ref: OI-19-00024

Level 9, 44 The Terrace
PO Box 27048

7 March 2019
Section 9(2)(a)

Dear

Wellington, New Zealand 6141
P +64 4 462 5200
www.tec.govt.nz

Section 9(2)(a)

Thank you for your request, received on 9 January 2019, for the following information under the
Official Information Act 1982 (the Act):
the number of students at Taratahi that had already started courses prior to liquidation and who have
been offered other opportunities to study elsewhere.
I am also interested in all advice prepared or received, including any independent advice, in relation to
Taratahi in the last six months. I am particularly interested in all advice provided to Ministers by TEC in
the last six months.
The TEC has interpreted your request to include only formal advice prepared or received by the TEC.
Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre (Taratahi) is a private training establishment that delivered
agricultural training in locations throughout New Zealand. Taratahi has struggled financially over
recent years and has amassed significant debt. In 2018, Taratahi enrolled 50 per cent fewer students
than it expected, meaning it is required to pay back approximately $6.5 million in funding to the
Tertiary Education Commission (TEC). This is in addition to the $4 million that it already owed to the
TEC, and a significant amount of debt owed to its bank. The TEC did commission
PricewaterhouseCoopers to carry out a financial appraisal of Taratahi as a whole in late 2018. The
TEC has published a copies of the financial appraisal on its website at:
https://www.tec.govt.nz/about-us/information-releases/ .
There were around 500 current Taratahi students who have yet to complete their qualifications and
are due to finish in 2019. Our top priority is ensuring these students get the information they need to
make decisions about ongoing studies. We have provided information on our website about
alternative study options so these learners can enrol at another provider to complete their
qualifications.
The enrolment relationship is between an individual student and a provider. It is up to the student to
decide whether they want to enrol at another provider and complete their qualification. We will be
monitoring the uptake of enrolments at alternative providers and a full analysis of this will be
available in May 2019.
I am also releasing the information referenced in the attached table. In compliance with the Official
Information Act, I am withholding some information in the released documents. Redactions are
clearly marked in the documents, with reasons for the redactions provided.

You have the right to seek an investigation and review by the Ombudsman of this decision. Information
about how to make a complaint is available at www.ombudsman.parliament.nz or freephone 0800 802
602.
The TEC also intends to publish its response to this OIA request on our website with your personal
information withheld. Consistent with the Act, we are publishing OIA responses in the interests of
transparency and accountability, and improve access to official information.
Yours sincerely

Tim Fowler
Chief Executive
Tertiary Education Commission
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training establishment (PTE) for TEC funding purposes. Taratahi is expected to deliver around
620 EFTS in 2018 and is over three times the size of the next largest primary sector vocational
education provider.
6.

The Trust is governed by a Board of Trustees, appointed by the Minister of Agriculture based
on nominations from the Wairarapa branch of Federated Farmers, Wairarapa Agricultural and
Pastoral Society, Masterton Agricultural and Pastoral Society, the Minister of Agriculture, the
Director-General of MPI, the Primary Industry Training Organisation and the Minister of
Education.

7.

The Minister of Agriculture has limited statutory powers under the Taratahi Act relating to Board
appointments and consent for significant borrowing, acquisition of real property and for capital
expenditure. These do not allow the Minister of Agriculture to intervene directly in Taratahi’s
operations or management decisions.

…but it has struggled financially since a TEC investigation in 2014/15…
8.

In 2014/15, an investigation found that Taratahi had failed to deliver courses it had been funded
for and the TEC sought to recover approximately $7.5 million (excluding GST) of funding.
Taratahi was also required to appoint an independent financial advisor, Jeremy Morley from
PwC, to assist Taratahi management to identify ways to repay the TEC debt without
compromising the ongoing viability of Taratahi. The TEC has worked closely with Taratahi
since that time, and Taratahi has made a substantial effort to repay that debt, whilst also
continuing its educational delivery. To date, $3.55 million of funding has been repaid (largely
from asset sales) leaving an outstanding balance of $3.9 million (excluding GST).

9.

Taratahi made small operating deficits over 2014 to 2016 before recording a $2.5 million
operating deficit in 2017. An even larger deficit is expected in 2018. The higher deficits in
2017 and 2018 have largely been due to the acquisition of Telford Section 9(2)(j)
as well as a failure to achieve optimistic enrolment targets.
Taratahi’s high fixed cost structure has meant that it has struggled to respond quickly to
declining student numbers.

…and it has taken on significantly more EFTS funding in recent years
10.

Taratahi delivered around 700 EFTS per annum in 2013 and 2014 and around 400 to 500
EFTS per annum in 2015 and 2016. However, Taratahi was very successful in the SAC 3 and
4 competitive pilot process run in 2016 where it received funding for a significant number of
additional EFTS at that level in 2017. In addition, Taratahi picked up additional EFTS funding
through other providers ceasing operations (e.g. Agribusiness Training Ltd) and its acquisition
of Telford. Overall, Taratahi’s funding increased from around $10 million in 2016 to
approximately $17 million in 2018. A significant part of its forecast financial improvement,
including at Telford, was based on achieving strong enrolment growth and delivering to this
higher level of funding. This forecast strong enrolment growth has not eventuated.

Taratahi’s current financial position
The TEC has been working closely with Taratahi over recent years...
11.

We have worked closely with Taratahi in recent years as it has worked hard to repay the debt
to the TEC and to re-develop its business model from a farm that trains people to an
educational organisation that also farms. Work has also started on integrating the Telford
campus into its main business and making quality improvements and efficiencies across its
operations. Taratahi’s plans to reshape the business to become a national education provider
for the primary sector currently project a return to profitability in 2021.
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Financial modelling and debt reduction
We have engaged PwC to undertake urgent and critical analysis…
21.

The TEC has engaged John Fisk from PwC, and his team, to go into Taratahi to assist with
urgent financial modelling and analysis. This has been arranged in agreement with Taratahi.
As Taratahi is a PTE, the normal range of Crown interventions available to the TEC are not
available. Mr Fisk has considerable experience in business recoveries, and has recently been
engaged by the TEC to assist with other serious financial issues faced by Tai Poutini
Polytechnic, Unitec, and Whitireia and WelTec.

22.

There is an urgent need to understand a number of key issues in more detail. Once we have
this information, we will be able to have more informed discussions with the Taratahi Board,
and Ministers, around how Taratahi may be able to restructure its balance sheet and right size
its operating model to be viable in the future. This information will also be needed before the
TEC Board can make decisions on Taratahi’s 2019 funding and how it will treat the debt owed
to the TEC. The TEC has already funded Taratahi for the student numbers it expects to deliver
during 2018, and by continuing to provide funding, it is increasing the size of the debt as well
as the risk of non-payment. This is an urgent issue PwC will need to examine so we can
establish whether the remaining payments for 2018 can be withheld and what other funding
recoveries can be made.

23.

PwC’s work will be in three phases, to ensure we get the most important information as soon
as possible:
a. Phase One: assessment of current state – this will include a review of Taratahi’s assets,
their disposal value (rather than book value), and the ability to sell them given the legal
framework it operates under. This is important to understand should a wind-down process
eventuate and to give confidence to the TEC Board that both the Westpac and TEC’s debt
is appropriately covered (noting that Westpac is a secured creditor and its debt will be
prioritised over the TEC’s debt). PwC will also provide an assessment of short-term cash
requirements for the remainder of 2018 to ensure there will be no liquidity issues. This will
inform our decision on whether the remaining TEC payments for 2018 can be withheld.
This phase is due to be completed by 22 October.
b. Phase Two: modelling savings options and asset sales – this will include an
assessment of the cash-saving initiatives and asset sale options available to Taratahi. The
key outcome of this work will be to identify if there are any viable options available for
moving Taratahi towards a financially sustainable position. This work will also include
reviewing Taratahi’s financial model and its assumptions, and undertaking sensitivity
analysis, including downside scenarios which will reduce revenue or increase costs. This
phase is due to be completed by the end of November.
c. Phase Three: significant change options – this work will assess the options available
involving more radical change to Taratahi’s delivery model. This could include
consolidating sites, exiting non-profitable provision, partnerships with other tertiary
education organisations, or sub-contracting. This work will also consider options involving
direct Crown support or Crown ownership, should it be needed. PwC will need to work
closely with Taratahi and officials from various agencies on this phase as well as
incorporate legal advice given the legal framework Taratahi operates under. Officials from
the TEC, MPI and MoE have already begun exploring many of these options. There is no
current time frame for this work to be completed, and it will be dependent on the findings
of the first two phases of work.
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…while the TEC Board are unlikely to make 2019 funding decisions until December…
32.

It is unlikely that the TEC Board will make any decision on Taratahi’s 2019 funding and how it
will treat the debt owed to the TEC until its December 2018 Board meeting when further
information is available. Obtaining clarity that Taratahi has sufficient assets to cover its debts
to both Westpac and the TEC and that Taratahi has a plan to repay the debt over time, would
allow the Board to consider providing interim funding for 2019. This would enable Taratahi to
continue operating while further work is undertaken on options to move Taratahi towards a
financially sustainable position.

…and we will work closely with MPI to ensure consistency of advice to Ministers
33.

MPI provided a briefing on 8 October to the Minister of Agriculture on Taratahi. This noted that
medium and long-term options on Taratahi’s viability would be provided to you and the Minister
of Agriculture in November 2018. However, it would be more appropriate to wait for PwC to
undertake its analysis before detailed advice on future options is provided to Ministers. We will
continue to work with MPI to ensure consistency of approach with both yourself and the Minister
of Agriculture on this issue.

34.

We recommend you forward a copy of this aide memoire to the Minister of Agriculture for his
information.

35.

We also recommend you do not proactively release this aide memoire at this stage to allow
Taratahi to carry on, without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and
industrial negotiations).

Gillian Dudgeon
Deputy Chief Executive – Delivery
Tertiary Education Commission
16 October 2018

Hon Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
__ __ / __ __ / __ __
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Recommendations
Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education
It is recommended that you:
1. discuss this briefing with officials at your earliest convenience.
2. agree to forward this briefing to the Minister of Agriculture for his information.
AGREED / NOT AGREED
3. agree that the Tertiary Education Commission does not proactively release this briefing at this
stage to allow Taratahi to carry on, without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations).
AGREED / NOT AGREED

Gillian Dudgeon
Deputy Chief Executive – Delivery
Tertiary Education Commission
16 November 2018

Hon Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
__ __ / __ __ / __ __
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Purpose
1.

The purpose of this briefing is to provide you with an update on the financial position of Taratahi
Agricultural Training Centre (Taratahi) and to outline potential options for Crown support to
address both Taratahi’s significant debt and its ongoing viability. As requested, it also outlines
potential structural changes where there is some form of Crown ownership as part of any
financial support.

2.

We have consulted with the Ministry of Education (MoE), the Ministry for Primary Industries
(MPI) and the Treasury on this briefing and incorporated their feedback. A copy of this briefing
has been sent to the State Services Commission (SSC).

Background
3.

We last briefed you on 16 October regarding Taratahi and the actions we were taking to
understand and help address its financial position (AM/18/00735 refers). As noted in that aidememoire, the TEC engaged John Fisk and his team from PwC to work with Taratahi to provide
urgent financial analysis. Taratahi’s financial situation has deteriorated since our last update.

Recent developments and PwC’s assessment of Taratahi’s position
Enrolments are now even lower than expected…
4.

In early November, Taratahi informed the TEC that it was now expecting to deliver only 556
EFTS in 2018. This was down from 633 EFTS forecast in October, which was down from
earlier estimates of 662 EFTS and a budgeted 720 EFTS. Based on 556 EFTS, Taratahi will
only deliver around 44 percent of its funding allocation. Unless the TEC revoke Taratahi's
funding prior to the December payment, under delivery in 2018 will be around $8 million ($6.7
million if the December payment is not made) and total debt to the TEC will be around $12
million ($4 million relates to the 2014/15 investigation). With $13 million also owed to Westpac,
Taratahi’s total debt is approximately $25 million (excluding suppliers and employees).

5.

Based on the latest enrolment numbers, Taratahi is now forecasting a $7 million operating loss
in 2018, significantly worse than the $4 million loss forecast in August.

Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b)(ii)

…with TEC’s debt repayment dependent on how much the Home Farm could be sold for…
9.

To repay the $12 million debt owed to the TEC, it will require the sale of the Home Farm in the
Wairarapa – Taratahi’s main farm which was gifted to the Crown in 1918 and where it delivers
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its Wairarapa residential-based training. Under the Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre
(Wairarapa) Act 1969, this would require approval from the Minister of Agriculture.
10.

Section 9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(j)

…and Taratahi has no ability to repay its significant debts while continuing operations…
11.

Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(g)(i)

Taratahi recently updated Westpac on the latest developments. While Westpac is taking a
close interest, at this stage it noted it is unlikely to take any significant action while the
Government is considering options around Crown support.
12.

Taratahi can reduce the level of debt owed to Westpac by selling Mangarata farm and
associated stock Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b)(ii)
We understand that
Taratahi is keen on progressing the sale of Mangarata, with the Taratahi Board due to consider
the issue later in the month. There is limited scope to reduce Westpac’s debt further while
continuing operations. The TEC debt is only repayable in any significant form under a winddown scenario where Taratahi ceases operations.

…while Taratahi’s cash position continues to be extremely tight…
13.

PwC’s analysis shows that Taratahi faces significant cashflow concerns. Section 9(2)(b)(ii)

14.

Taratahi has only been operating within the facility limits it has with Westpac due to the TEC
continuing to provide funding. Given that Taratahi is expected to deliver less than half of the
EFTS it was allocated for in 2018, this would usually result in an in-year funding adjustment
(through a plan amendment) with the remaining payments for 2018 not being made. However,
given its current cash position, the TEC has been continuing to make monthly payments to
ensure that Taratahi can continue to meet its operating commitments.

15.

PwC’s analysis shows that Taratahi is unlikely to be in a financial position to continue
operations without the December payment from the TEC being made. If it is not made (i.e. the
TEC revokes Taratahi's funding under section 159YG of the Education Act), Taratahi will be at
risk of breaching its facility with Westpac, especially if its forecast income or the timing of that
income is unfavourable. By making the payment, we will be increasing the level of debt owed
to the TEC.

…with Taratahi expecting to make ongoing losses based on its current EFTS level
16.

Based on a budget of 550 EFTS in 2019, Taratahi would make around a $3 million operating
loss, even with planned cost savings initiatives implemented. If EFTS fall further from 2018
levels, the operating loss will increase.

17.

Taratahi’s view is that it cannot be viable at 550 EFTS based on the current funding rates and
its delivery model. Initial analysis from Taratahi shows that the only way it can be viable is with
an increase in agriculture funding rates of more than 90% for its Level 2 qualifications and
between 55% and 90% for its Level 3 programmes. Even if funding rates were increased (or
an operating subsidy provided), it would only make Taratahi viable. It would not put it in a
position to repay the debt to the TEC.
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TEC funding and issues that need to be addressed
The TEC Board is unlikely to fund Taratahi in 2019 without a Crown equity solution…
18.

At its December meeting (or soon after), the TEC Board will need to decide whether to approve
(in full or in part) Taratahi's proposed plan for 2019. To receive plan approval, the TEC Board
must be confident that Taratahi meets the Gazetted Investment Plan criteria. The criteria do
not provide that a tertiary education organisation must not be in debt, but it does include
“satisfactory financial performance”, including “that it meets TEC’s Prudential Financial
Standards for PTEs” and “demonstrated good governance and management capability”. The
TEC’s Prudential Financial Standards essentially require a private training establishment
(PTE) to be able to pay its bills as they fall due and be solvent.

19.

More generally, the TEC Board is answerable to Parliament for its actions and ensuring
accountability for Crown funding. The TEC Board would have to be comfortable that the TEC
debt was covered by Taratahi’s assets and that it was appropriate to fund a PTE with no plan
to repay a substantial debt. The TEC Board would also have to be comfortable that it may just
be increasing the level of debt Taratahi owes, therefore increasing the chance of nonrepayment. Early indications from the TEC Board are that Taratahi's proposed plan is unlikely
to meet the Gazetted criteria unless it was clear that Ministers were going to take action to
address Taratahi’s issues.

…with any solution needing to address both Taratahi’s debt and its ongoing viability…
20.

Any solution to Taratahi’s financial position will need to address both its significant debts and
its ongoing viability and is likely to require a range of short and longer term actions. Addressing
Taratahi’s debt is likely to require asset sales (e.g. sale of Managarata Farm), a Crown capital
injection, and/or forgiveness of the TEC debt. If Ministers did not want assets sold, a larger
capital injection would be required to compensate.

21.

Addressing Taratahi’s viability and long-term sustainability is likely to require a package of
support, including: further cost cutting from Taratahi in addition to what it already has planned;
changes to its operating model; legislative changes; different governance; alternative
arrangements with industry; new ways of attracting students; relationships with other tertiary
education organisations; and potentially an increase in funding rates or implementation of a
special operating subsidy. Officials would need further time to work through the strengths and
weaknesses of each of these options. Many of these will take time to implement and Taratahi’s
immediate operating shortfall would have to be addressed while these medium and longerterm options are worked through.

…but changes to SAC funding rates are unlikely…
22.

The TEC provides funding to tertiary education organisations based on the number of EFTS
they deliver and the Student Achievement Component (SAC) funding rates, which differ by
course classification (subject area) and level of study. These rates are set by you, as Minister
of Education, based on advice from MoE and are reviewed annually.

23.

The scope and purpose statements for SAC funding rates in the Tertiary Tuition and Training
Multi-Category Appropriation (MCA), set out that funding is to be “limited to funding for teaching
and learning services for enrolled students in approved courses at tertiary education
organisations to achieve recognised tertiary qualifications”. Taratahi has chosen to make an
offering that includes a residential component, and has at times, cross-subsidised its farming
operations to achieve this. However, SAC funding does not cover residential costs – students
in other programmes of study at a provider have to fund their own living costs. MoE advise
that establishing accommodation costs as a necessary component in delivering agricultural
tuition and training is highly unlikely.

24.

MoE has advised us that it would not recommend adjustments to the agriculture SAC funding
rates to address Taratahi’s viability issues because:
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The current rate for non-degree agricultural provision (i.e. that offered by Taratahi) is
already relatively high compared to other funding rates. For example, the funding rate
‘L1’ (agriculture/horticulture Level 3 to 6) is $10,820 per EFTS. MoE have no evidence
that the rate is too low for the training component of Taratahi’s provision.



SAC funding rates are not provided on a single-provider basis – they are for all training
in a specific field and level. Therefore, MoE would need to take into account other
providers delivering non-degree agriculture and horticulture and assess whether they are
unsustainable at that level, or whether this is an issue specifically related to Taratahi.
The fiscal impact of increasing the funding rate for all providers in this area would also
need to be considered. For reference, Taratahi’s delivery only represents around 16%
of all delivery in the funding rate ‘L1’.



While a key difference in Taratahi’s delivery model is that a significant proportion of its
overall delivery is residential-based, SAC funding rates are not intended to cover
accommodation.



Increasing the applicable SAC funding rate to the extent requested by Taratahi would
open up significant risk of other tertiary education organisations lobbying to increase
funding rates they consider too low. In addition, the consequences of establishing that
accommodation and a residential component is a necessary part of training sets a
precedent in the system for all other forms of provision.

…with a section 321 grant or capital injection being preferable
25.

If Ministers decided they wanted to implement an operating subsidy to ensure Taratahi’s
viability, we consider that this would be more appropriately achieved through a grant under
section 321 of the Education Act (section 321 grant). Section 321 provides the Minister of
Education with flexibility and discretion to recognise and fund educational bodies and their
activities that do not fit within the standard funding provisions of the Education Act. The amount
of the grant and the terms and conditions under which it is awarded (via a funding agreement)
are determined by you as Minister.

26.

One possible reason for a Section 321 grant could be because Ministers believe that it is
necessary to provide additional funding for Taratahi’s residential programme, which is targeted
to at-risk students who require significant pastoral care and support.

27.

In terms of Section 321 grants for tertiary education purposes, a grant may not be paid to a
tertiary education provider or industry training organisation unless you, as Minister, are
satisfied that the payment is in the national interest. If you consider that a Section 321 grant
is an alternative or supplementary funding option, we can provide further advice in terms of
how an operating subsidy could be allocated through a Section 321 grant. Unlike the process
for other tertiary funding, the decision as to whether a Section 321 grant is appropriate is a
matter for you, as Minister, and advice from officials would be provided to inform your decision.

28.

Alternatively, as noted earlier, Ministers could provide a larger Crown capital injection to cover
Taratahi’s operating shortfall in coming years while addressing the medium and longer-term
issues required to try to return Taratahi to financial viability. This could be as a one-off capital
injection, or provided over time subject to Taratahi meeting certain conditions.

Amount of Crown support required
The amount of Crown financial support could be up to $35 million…
29.

We estimate that the amount of Crown financial support needed to clear Taratahi’s debt and
ensure it remains viable in the short-term could be up to $35 million if no asset sales were
made. We have worked with PwC to estimate this amount. This is comprised of:


$13 million to clear Westpac’s debt.
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$12 million to clear the TEC’s debt.



$2 million of urgent capital expenditure to address health and safety issues and
upgrading of residential facilities.



$5 million to $8 million to cover operating losses over the next two years, depending on
the level of cost-savings that could be achieved.

30.

This number would reduce to approximately
if Mangarata farm is sold. The TEC
debt could also be forgiven, which would reduce the amount of funding needed to around
(noting that forgiving the debt would have the same impact on the Crown’s balance
sheet). Given the TEC debt is a debt to the Crown, the TEC Board would want Cabinet to
consider this issue first.

31.

Further funding may be needed in the medium-term depending on the ability to return Taratahi
to financial viability over the next two years and the size of its operating losses over 2019 and
2020. We have not yet undertaken a thorough analysis on whether substantive changes to
Taratahi’s operating model could return it to financial viability. This would be part of PwC’s
work programme, once the immediate financial problems are resolved.

32.

We have investigated if there are any potential interim funding options to ensure Taratahi can
continue operating in the short-term while further work on its future is undertaken. However,
the TEC Board is unlikely to fund Taratahi in 2019 without a plan to repay the TEC debt and in
The TEC debt therefore needs to be
Section 9(2)(g)(i)
addressed as part of any potential solution. The Westpac debt however, would not necessarily
need to be fully cleared. Westpac may be comfortable as long as Mangarata farm is sold and
its debt reduced to a more manageable level. We believe however that if Ministers want to
ensure Taratahi survives, resolving all of its debts would be the best approach.

Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b)(ii)

…and this would have to be found by reprioritising other spending
33.

There is no specific funding available within Vote Tertiary Education or Vote Agriculture to
provide financial support. Ministers would need to find this support from reprioritising other or
new spending across agencies. Reprioritising any underspends from Vote Tertiary Education
would impact on the funding required to implement the changes resulting from the ITP
Roadmap 2020 project and review of the vocational education and training (VET) system.

34.

The Minister of Finance and Cabinet would need to approve any funding.

35.

It must also be noted that these amounts are our best estimate based on the current
information available to us. Given the speed at which the situation has developed and evolved,
we have not had any time to undertake any due diligence or develop a more precise estimate
of the level of support required.

Ministers need to decide whether to support Taratahi or not
The situation with Taratahi is urgent and decisions needs to be made quickly…
36.

The TEC Board needs to make decisions in December on funding Taratahi in 2019. The TEC
Board will likely decide to not fund Taratahi in 2019 if Crown support is not provided. At that
time, the Taratahi Board would likely be forced to wind-up Taratahi. Section 9(2)(g)(i)

37.

As a result, Ministers will need to make decisions on whether to provide Crown support in the
coming weeks. Later in this briefing, we provide a number of options around how the Crown
could take ownership of Taratahi alongside any financial support.
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38.

As part of the decision-making process, Ministers will need to consider the importance of
Taratahi and the provision it offers as well as what the Government wants from Taratahi or
agricultural provision more generally. Taratahi delivers vocational land-based training across
New Zealand and accounts for around one-third of all non-degree agriculture training, and
around 15% of all non-degree wider primary sector delivery (e.g. agriculture, horticulture,
viticulture, forestry, fisheries, and environmental studies). It is also the main provider of
residential-based agricultural programmes focused on at-risk youth (e.g. through Youth
Guarantee and Youth Services).

39.

Feedback from employers shows that the agriculture industry values students who graduate
through Taratahi’s residential programmes, particularly as the training creates work-ready
graduates. However, it must also be noted that occupancy in Taratahi’s residential programme
in the Wairarapa has been low this year.

…and if Ministers decide to not provide Crown support, Taratahi will cease trading…
40.

The training Taratahi provides needs to be assessed against the level of Crown support
required to address its financial issues. If Taratahi ceased operations, we would lose a key
provider of vocational land-based training and it would likely reduce the number of agricultural
trainees in a key strategic investment area in the short-term, even if efforts are made to
encourage other providers to deliver in this area.

41.

The Future capability needs for the primary industry report produced for MPI in 2014 estimated
that there would need to be an almost 50% increase in the number of students in agriculture,
environmental and related studies by 2025. If Taratahi were to cease training, our ability to
attract, train and upskill the primary industry workforce we need in the future will be impacted.

42.

However, even if Taratahi’s debt situation is resolved and significant cost savings are made
alongside changes to its operating model, it may be that Taratahi is just not viable given the
current funding system and the current student demand environment. Furthermore, the
amount of Crown support required to ensure Taratahi’s survival is significant, especially when
compared to the number of EFTS it delivers. On a per EFTS basis, it would be roughly ten to
twelve times bigger than the $15 million capital injection provided to Whitireia Community
Polytechnic (which has around 3,200 EFTS) to address its financial issues.

43.

Given the size of the financial support required and the limited options around improving its
viability, the TEC would have concerns around recommending Crown support. In contrast to
Taratahi, when Crown support was provided to Unitec Institute of Technology and Whitireia
Community Polytechnic earlier in 2018, there were potential long-term sustainable solutions.

…and the TEC would need to develop an option for teaching out students…
44.

If Taratahi is wound-up, the TEC would need to manage the students at Taratahi who had
study remaining. One option is that the TEC could fund Taratahi to teach out its current
students. This would require Taratahi to remain operational until mid-2019. This is likely to be
the easiest to manage and probably the option with the least chance of students dropping out,
but it is unclear how it would work with any managed wind-down including the ability to retain
the required staff. Another option may be to contract another provider to run Taratahi during
this period. However, these options would be dependent on the liquidator’s plans.

45.

The TEC could also look to other providers to teach out students. However, no single provider
would be able to take all of Taratahi’s students. Students would have to be spread between
providers. This option would likely require some sale of qualifications and a fast tracking of
NZQA approval. Further work on these options would be required if this situation eventuates.

…but work would need to be undertaken on how we increase agriculture provision
46.

Officials will need to undertake further work on how we would replace the provision lost by
Taratahi ceasing trading. No single provider could take Taratahi’s current EFTS allocation and
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it is likely some delivery would just not be provided. We would attempt to address the gap in
agriculture provision by seeking to build up delivery through other providers or establish if a
new provider could set up in this space. We could potentially also look at what options may
exist to shift to more on-the-job training through the Primary ITO. This may also require
examining funding settings and structural changes to agricultural education more broadly,
given the failure of some other providers in this area.

Options for structural change alongside Crown support
There are a number of Crown ownership options available to Ministers…
47.

You have previously signalled to officials that the Government would be reluctant to provide
Crown support unless this is provided alongside structural changes where there is some form
of Crown ownership and greater Crown control. The below options allow greater influence
over Taratahi’s future direction and its role going forward, as well as additional flexibility to
make changes in future. They also allow the assets to move on to the Crown’s balance sheet.

48.

It should be noted that there are no perfect options and each comes with its own risks and
challenges. Furthermore, these have been developed in a relatively short period of time and
there may be other issues that arise. These options are also not solutions in themselves nor
do they reduce the significant amount of Crown support required. All involve the Crown taking
on Taratahi’s significant financial risks, and despite Crown ownership, there is no guarantee
that Taratahi can be viable over the long-term.

49.

The five options we have considered are:

50.

51.



Establish a new ITP under section 162 of the Education Act 1989.



Establish a new specialist college under section 162 of the Education Act 1989.



Establish a new company under the Crown Entities Act 2004.



Establish a company under schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act 1989.



Sale of Taratahi to another ITP(s).

The Taratahi Board would then be required to transfer its assets to the new organisation/entity,
which requires consent from the Minister of Agriculture. Given that some of the options above
cannot be implemented in a short-time frame, we have also considered two short-term
transition options:


Appoint a statutory manager to manage Taratahi until one of the potential longer-term
solutions above are implemented.



The TEC (or another Crown agency) acquires Westpac's debt (and security rights)
and appoints a receiver to manage Taratahi until longer-term solutions are
implemented.

These options are outlined in more detail in Appendix 1, including a summary of the time to
implement, feasibility and strategic fit, and key risks associated with each option. Section 9(2)(f)(iv)

…with a company established under schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act being one
potential option…
52.

We believe that this option is likely to be relatively quick to implement (within two weeks
following a Cabinet decision) and gives Ministers flexibility to make further changes in future.
It would also allow for Taratahi to potentially be a shareholder (but does not require them to be
so). The Government can appoint all of the directors, and establish the constitution of the
company which could specify how the company is to be run. However, it is the board of the
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company that is charged under the Companies Act with the management of the business and
affairs of the company, not the shareholders. Ministers as shareholders would have no legal
powers of direction over the company.
53.

Section 3AB of the Public Finance Act provides for the Governor-General, by Order in Council
made on the recommendation of the Minister of Finance, to amend schedule 4A of the Public
Finance Act. The criteria for a company to be included in schedule 4A are:
a)

that Ministers of the Crown hold, on behalf of the Crown, more than 50% of the issued
ordinary shares in the capital of the company;

b)

shares in the company are not listed on a registered market; and

c)

the company is not a Crown entity or a State enterprise.

54.

Specific sections of the Crown Entities Act 2004 would apply to the company. For example,
reporting obligations, and provision for binding government directions. Before the company
could provide any approved programme or training scheme to a student, the company would
have to be registered as a PTE by NZQA. While there is a process to register the PTE, the
TEC could ask NZQA to prioritise the application.

55.

However, companies are traditionally set up to make a profit. The Treasury, and ultimately the
Minister of Finance, would have to be comfortable in setting up a company that had long-term
viability concerns. Nevertheless, if Ministers decide that they want to provide a capital injection
to ensure Taratahi’s survival, this would be on the assumption that a range of initiatives would
be implemented that could return Taratahi to viability and sustainability over the longer-term.
The company could always be sold or wound up at a later date if those longer-term solutions
did not achieve viability for Taratahi.

…or the establishment of a specialist college…
56.

We believe Taratahi is unlikely to meet the requirement to become an ITP, which need to be
“characterised by a wide diversity of continuing education”. Taratahi is more likely to fit the
requirement for a specialist college, which is characterised by "teaching and research of a
specialist nature that maintains, enhances, disseminates and assists in the application of
knowledge and expertise."

57.

There are currently no other examples of specialist colleges, and the process for setting one
up would be lengthy, requiring public consultation. As a result, it would have to be implemented
in conjunction with a short-term transition option such as the appointment of a receiver, which
comes with its own risks. Furthermore, establishing a new institution is likely to be seen as
potentially contrary to the aims of the ITP Roadmap 2020. The establishment of a specialist
college may also give the Crown less flexibility if further changes were required in future.

…and Taratahi transfer its assets to the new company or specialist college
58.

If one of the above options is implemented, the Taratahi Trust Board can sell the assets or
lease those assets to the new organisation with consent from the Minister of Agriculture. It
should be noted that Taratahi do not own the land at Telford, and this would remain under the
control of the Telford Farm Board. Currently, there are no provisions in the Taratahi Act for
the Trust Board to be wound up. Therefore, the Trust Board would keep going until the Taratahi
Act was repealed, although without any property or business it would be defunct.

Summary of options
59.

Ministers must balance the risks and benefits of providing financial support to Taratahi against
the risks and benefits of Taratahi ceasing operations and what this means for agricultural
training more generally.
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On balance, based on the information currently available to us, the TEC and MoE do not
recommend providing Crown financial support to Taratahi. This is due to:
a) Taratahi requiring significant financial support for a relatively small number of EFTS;
b) Taratahi presenting ongoing financial risks and a lack of a clear path to viability; and
c) The negative impact that intervention would have on the funding available for other
vocational education and training priorities (such as the ITP Roadmap 2020 and VET
system review).

61.

However, by not providing financial support, a key provider of vocational land-based training
will be lost and Ministers will need to consider the implications of this. This is a significant
concern for MPI as Taratahi’s its failure would leave a sudden and significant gap in agricultural
provision, which may take considerable time to recover from. If Taratahi did cease operations,
officials would need to work on how we could build up and transition resources into other highquality training alternatives.

62.

Should Ministers determine that intervention is necessary, officials suggest using a Section
321 Grant or capital injection. This is because a SAC funding rate increase is not possible
under the scope and purpose statement of the MCA appropriation for SAC funding – funding
accommodation is not an essential component of teaching or training. Under this option,
officials would still need to determine where this funding would come from.

63.

Should Ministers determine that Crown ownership of Taratahi is required in order to safeguard
any additional investment, a potential option is to create a schedule 4a company under the
Public Finance Act 1989, noting that the Treasury and the Minister of Finance would need to
be comfortable with this option. Taratahi would be required to sell or transfer its assets to this
new company in order to receive any Crown support.

Next steps
64.

Following your consideration of the options and advice in this briefing, we recommend that you
discuss this issue with officials at your earliest convenience. Once we have clarity on your
preferred course of action, we can provide additional advice as required. Any decisions on
capital support or setting up a new entity would require Cabinet approval.

65.

We recommend that you forward a copy of this briefing to the Minister of Agriculture. However,
it should be noted that we have been engaging closely with MPI on the development of this
advice, and they intend to provide a report summarising the content of this briefing to the
Minister of Agriculture.

66.

We will continue to work closely with SSC, MoE, MPI and the Treasury.
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Director-General of MPI, the Primary Industry Training Organisation and the Minister of
Education.
8.

The Minister of Agriculture has limited statutory powers under the Taratahi Act relating to Board
appointments and consent for significant borrowing, acquisition of real property and for capital
expenditure. These do not allow the Minister of Agriculture to intervene directly in Taratahi’s
operations or management decisions.

Tim Fowler
Chief Executive
Tertiary Education Commission
22 November 2018

Hon Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
__ __ / __ __ / __ __

Appendix 1: Talking points for Taratahi
Taratahi’s financial position is poor and it has $25 million of debt


Taratahi has struggled financially over recent years and enrolments in 2018 have been
significantly lower than expected.



Taratahi is expecting to under-deliver against its TEC funding allocation by $8 million in
2018. A further $4 million is owed to the TEC relating to an investigation in 2014/15 where
it was found that Taratahi had failed to deliver courses it had been funded for.



Taratahi also owe $13 million to Westpac bringing its total debt to $25 million.

Taratahi is not viable and it has no ability to repay its debt


Taratahi can sell one of its farms (Mangarata) to reduce the Westpac debt from
. However, Taratahi has no ability to repay the remaining Westpac debt or any
of the TEC debt while continuing operations.



In addition to the significant debt, Taratahi is not financially viable and its situation continues
to worsen. Taratahi is forecasting a $7 million operating loss in 2018 and, even with
planned cost savings initiatives implemented, they are expecting a $3 million operating loss
in 2019.



Taratahi is not viable based on current funding rates, enrolment levels and its delivery
model. It requires a significant increase in the funding it receives per student to be viable.



Cash is extremely tight and Taratahi is only continuing operations through receiving TEC
payments for students it knows it will not enrol. If the TEC had stopped funding during
2018, which would be the usual practise, Taratahi would have been unable to meet its
operational commitments.

Section 9(2)(b(ii) and 9(2)(j)

The debt to the TEC may not be fully covered in a wind-down scenario


PwC have been engaged by the TEC in recent months to provide expert financial analysis.
Based on a controlled wind-down of Taratahi, Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(g)(i)



To repay the debt owed to the TEC, it will require the sale of the Home Farm in the
Wairarapa – Taratahi’s main farm which was gifted to the Crown in 1918 and where it
delivers its Wairarapa residential-based training. Section 9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(j)

The TEC Board is unlikely to fund Taratahi in 2019 without a Crown equity solution


The TEC Board has not yet made a decision on funding Taratahi in 2019. Given the
significant debt owed to the TEC, the inability to repay this debt, and a lack of viability going
forward, the TEC Board is unlikely to fund Taratahi unless Crown support was provided.

Taratahi require Crown support otherwise they will cease operations


Taratahi require significant support from the Crown to address both its debt and its ongoing
lack of viability.



The amount of Crown financial support needed to clear Taratahi’s debt and ensure it
remains viable in the short-term could be up to $35 million ($29 million if Mangarata is sold).
This comprises: $25 million to clear its debts, $2 million of urgent capital expenditure and
$5 million to $8 million to cover operating losses over the next two years.



Even with Crown support, long-term viability is not assured, and additional funding may be
required in future.



If Crown support is not provided, the TEC Board is unlikely to fund Taratahi in 2019, and
the Taratahi Board would be forced to wind-up Taratahi.

If Crown support is not provided, a key provider of vocational land-based training will be lost


The significant level of Crown support required to address Taratahi’s financial issues needs
to be assessed against the loss of a key provider of vocational land-based training.



If Taratahi ceases operations, it leaves a sudden and significant gap in agricultural
provision, Section 9(2)(g)(i)



Officials would need to work on how we could transition resources into other high-quality
training alternatives and what options are available to respond to the loss of Taratahi.



The TEC would also need to work on what options are available for students currently
enrolled in Taratahi to finish their studies.



The Crown could look at options to retain the Home Farm that was gifted to the Crown.
However, further work would need to be undertaken to assess the strategic value of the
farm and who specifically would purchase it. The Minister of Agriculture would also need
to consent to any sale. Finally, there are a number of legal issues that would need to be
worked through given the Taratahi Act requires the farm to be used for educational
purposes.

25.

In 2017, 61 students graduated from Taratahi’s Masterton campus – 41 from its Level 3
certificate, 18 from its Level 4 certificate and 2 from its Level 5 diploma. In 2018, 38% of the
Level 3 certificate graduates were in employment, 18% were seeking employment, and 45%
were in other study. The Level 4 certificate outcomes were stronger with 2 graduates seeking
employment and the rest in employment.

Appendix 4: Graduate Outcomes in 2015/2016 for those aged 25 years, at sub-degree level, who graduated
in 2012/13 for PTEs
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This will include reviewing their cash position, whether they are meeting the Westpac loan
covenants and whether they are acting in “good faith”. This may well trigger the
appointment of a liquidator or receiver.



Shortly after the letter is sent to Taratahi, the TEC will set up an urgent meeting with the
Taratahi Board and senior management to discuss the Taratahi Board’s proposed course
of action, agree a communications plan and protocols, and establish how we best teach
out and/or transition current students to complete their studies.

The priority is ensuring current students can complete their studies


The priority for officials from TEC, NZQA, MoE, the Ministry of Social Development and
StudyLink will be working with Taratahi to identify options for students currently enrolled at
Taratahi and how we can ensure they are able to complete their studies and are not
disadvantaged in any way.



Some transition work has already been undertaken by officials, but they will need to work
closely with Taratahi itself as well as other tertiary education organisations to get the best
outcomes.



Taratahi were allocated Trades Academies funding for 270 learner places in 2018 and
deliver to over 50 schools in most regions of the North Island. Other primary industries
Trades Academies deliver in all of these regions, however, Taratahi delivers the greatest
proportion of delivery in the Waikato and Wellington regions. Officials will need to work
closely with other providers to establish if they have the capacity and capability to cover
Taratahi’s delivery.

Significant focus needs to be given to the future of agriculture training


While a key focus will be ensuring that current students enrolled in Taratahi can complete
their studies, further work will need to be undertaken by MPI and the TEC on how we could
respond to Taratahi ceasing operations and identify other high-quality agriculture training
alternatives. This work is already underway and I have asked officials to come back to me
with further advice in early 2019.



The outcomes of the reforms of vocational education and training may assist in responding
to the future needs of agriculture training.

Gillian Dudgeon

Hon Chris Hipkins

Deputy Chief Executive - Delivery

Minister of Education

Tertiary Education Commission
29 November 2018
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Excerpt from CEs report to the Board – 3 December 2019

Taratahi

Taratahi’s financial situation remains critical…
1 As you are aware, Taratahi’s financial position is poor and it is expecting to underdeliver against its TEC funding allocation by $6.7 million to $8 million in 2018
(depending on whether the December TEC payment is made). A further $4 million is
owed to the TEC relating to the 2014/15 investigation bringing the debt owed to the
TEC to $12 million. In addition to the $13 million Taratahi owes to Westpac, its total
debt is $25 million.
2

Taratahi can sell one of its farms (Mangarata) to reduce the Westpac debt
However, Taratahi has no ability to repay the remaining Westpac
debt or any of the TEC debt, unless Taratahi is wound down.

3

Taratahi is forecasting a $7 million operating loss in 2018 and, even with planned cost
savings initiatives implemented, it is expecting a $3 million operating loss in 2019.
Taratahi has noted to the TEC that it is not viable based on current funding rates,
enrolment levels and its delivery model. It requires a significant increase in the funding
it receives per student to be viable.

Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b

…and Taratahi’s cash position continues to be extremely tight….
4 Taratahi continues to face significant cashflow concerns. Section

9(2)(b)(ii)
.

5

Taratahi has only been operating within the facility limits it has with Westpac due to the
TEC continuing to provide funding. We have recently informed Taratahi that the TEC
will not be making the December payment unless Crown support is provided. I will
update you verbally at the TEC Board meeting on this issue.

Section 9(2)(g)(i)
6

PwC has provided an assessment of whether Taratahi has sufficient assets to cover all
debts based on the latest information available. To repay the debt owed to the TEC, it
will require the sale of the Home Farm in the Wairarapa – Taratahi’s main farm which
was gifted to the Crown in 1918 and where it delivers its Wairarapa residential-based
training. Section 9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(j)

7

9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(j)

…while we believe up to $35 million in Crown support would be needed to support
Taratahi…
8 We estimate that the amount of Crown financial support needed to clear Taratahi’s
debt and ensure it remains viable in the short-term could be up to $35 million if no
asset sales were made. We have worked with PwC to estimate this amount. This is
comprised of:

9

•

$13 million to clear Westpac’s debt.

•

$12 million to clear the TEC’s debt.

•

$2 million of urgent capital expenditure to address health and safety issues and
upgrading of residential facilities.

•

$5 million to $8 million to cover operating losses over the next two years, depending
on the level of cost-savings that could be achieved.

Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b)(ii)

Further funding may be needed in the medium-term depending on the ability to return
Taratahi to financial viability over the next two years and the size of its operating losses
over 2019 and 2020. We have not yet undertaken a thorough analysis on whether
substantive changes to Taratahi’s operating model could return it to financial viability.
PwC will analyse this as part of its next phase of work if required.

10 We have informed Ministers and Taratahi that given the significant debt owed to the
TEC, the inability of Taratahi to repay this debt, and a lack of viability going forward, the
TEC Board is unlikely to fund Taratahi unless Crown support was provided and a
solution could be found that assisted Taratahi to be viable in the medium to long-term.
Taratahi was discussed at Cabinet on Monday 26 November.
11 If Crown support is not provided, a key provider of vocational land-based training will
be lost and it will leave a sudden and significant gap in agricultural provision, which may
take considerable time to recover from. The TEC would need to work quickly on how
we could transition resources into other high-quality training alternatives while also
ensuring we provide support to current students at Taratahi to allow them to finish
their studies.
Excerpt from CEs report to the Board – 5 November 2019

We have engaged PwC to undertake financial modelling to assess options for Taratahi’s
future viability
12 Taratahi has been developing a new integrated farming and educational strategy over
the past two years to ensure its ongoing financial viability, but recent developments
indicate that bigger and more drastic changes are likely to be required.
13 In agreement with Taratahi, TEC has engaged John Fisk from PwC to undertake urgent
financial modelling and analysis to assess future options for Taratahi. PwC were
engaged to deliver an approach consistent with that taken for the recent ITP
interventions.

14 We are engaging closely with MPI, MoE and Taratahi and will update you after we
receive our first report from PwC.
Excerpt from CEs report to the Board – 6 August 2018

Taratahi has insufficient cash flow to withstand an in-year plan amendment
15 Taratahi expects to significantly under-deliver against 2018 funding allocations,
equating to an estimated amount of $5.3m for 2018 out of total funding of 16.3million.
16 Taratahi has requested that TEC provide financial support by delaying 2018 funding
reductions as a result of an in-year plan amendment and funding recoveries.
17 The standard TEC practice of applying an in-year plan amendment to reduce ongoing
funding to match reduced delivery would result in payments for September to
December 2018 being withheld. While there is sufficient asset coverage for their
liabilities, without continued TEC funding Taratahi would have insufficient short term
cash flows to support continued trading.
18 Taratahi will undertake some asset sales later in the 2018 year or early in 2019. Some
of these funds may be available for TEC debt repayments, Section 9(2)(j)
19 Before TEC can make a decision on Taratahi’s request, Taratahi has been asked to
provide more information to evidence certainty that it has the ability to rebuild its
business into a sustainable operation in the longer term. TEC must also consider the
role Taratahi plays in meeting the primary industry skill needs. Section 9(2)(f)(iv)

20 Taratahi’s 2018 funding reductions, 2019 funding allocation and financial support
options will be presented to the Board for consideration on 3 September 2018. We will
raise with the Minister the opportunity afforded by the proposed process at Lincoln
University as well.

Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre – Proposed
Short and Long Term Approach to Investment

From:
Dean Winter, Manager, Monitoring and Crown Ownership
Niki Penberthy, Manager, ITP and PTE Investment

Approved:
Gillian Dudgeon, Deputy Chief Executive, Delivery
Tim Fowler, Chief Executive

Please give us your comments on the various proposals outlined in this paper, which will allow us to provide you with a proposed funding
recommendation for Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre in an out-of-cycle Board Paper in September/October 2018.

This paper seeks your guidance for a funding decision for Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre, one of the 15 largest TEC
funded Private Training Establishments (PTEs), in 2019 and beyond
1

Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre (Taratahi) is a large PTE with its head office based in the Wairarapa. It delivers agricultural training nationwide,
through both intramural and mixed-mode delivery, across the subject areas of farm skills and agriculture, apiculture and agribusiness management.
Created through an Act of Parliament in 1919, Taratahi was established to re-skill returning servicemen following World War One, and holds a strong
place in the New Zealand agricultural psyche.

2

In 2014, the TEC was made aware of the enrolment of Taratahi staff members in courses and qualifications run by the PTE and engaged Deloitte to
investigate on its behalf. The outcome of this investigation was that Taratahi under-delivered the required teaching hours for several of its
programmes. As a result, in 2015, Taratahi was ordered to pay back approximately $7.5M (GST exclusive) in over-funding received over the period
2009-2014. Taratahi was also required to appoint an independent financial consultant, Jeremy Morley of PriceWaterhouseCoopers, to provide
oversight and report back to the TEC Board.

3

The TEC has continued to work with Taratahi since that time, and Taratahi has made a substantial effort to repay the debt, whilst also continuing its
educational delivery. To date, $3.55m of funding has been repaid leaving an outstanding balance of $3.9m (GST exclusive).

4

Taratahi is expected to under-deliver against its funded allocation in 2018 to the value of approximately $7.7M (this represents approximately 50% of
its 2018 funding allocation). Taratahi’s cash flow cannot support this level of funding adjustment within 2018. Therefore Taratahi has asked that TEC
continue to maintain its existing funding payments until November 2018, and withhold the December payment and fees free funding to the total of

TEC, 3 September 2018
A1267496

Confidential to meeting participants

$1.7M. This will leave a balance of $6M over-funding to be carried forward into 2019 as a debt, in addition to the $3.9M still outstanding from the 2014
investigation.
5

Due to the impact that a Plan amendment to reduce 2018 funding would have on Taratahi’s cash flow, we have not taken any action to date, but are
seeking your feedback on both their future funding and 2018 under-delivery in this paper.

6

Our normal plan assessment process for PTEs would recommend that we decline Taratahi for funding in 2019.Taratahi’s unique history and position as a
nationwide agricultural educational provider in a key investment area for New Zealand has meant that TEC is considering options for potential ongoing
support (not usually available to other PTE’s) to address Taratahi’s stressed financial situation.

7

Usual interventions used by TEC (such as the appointment of a financial advisor or Crown Manager) are set out in the Education Act and apply to TEIs,
rather than PTEs. Therefore, as Taratahi is an incorporated charitable trust under the Charities Act 2005 and a PTE, TEC would need to take a different
approach. As a PTE, TEC could impose specific conditions on any funding provided to Taratahi for 2019 to ensure that the specified outcomes in
Taratahi's plan are being achieved, or will be achieved.

8

Neither the Ministry for Primary Industries nor the Minister of Agriculture has any responsibility or oversight of the business development and
performance of Taratahi, other than the limited sphere set out in the Taratahi Act 1969,which include Board appointments and consent for significant
borrowing, acquisition of property and capital expenditure.

We are recommending a two-stage approach to funding Taratahi from 2019
9

As a large, nationwide provider, Taratahi offers a breadth of primary sector delivery not achieved by any other single provider. Industry feedback has
indicated that employers value students who graduate through Taratahi’s residential programme, and that the training creates work ready graduates.
This is reflected in the post-study outcomes for Taratahi graduates when compared to the rest of the PTE sector, who in 2012/2013 (our latest year of
data) demonstrated around 65% learners going into the workforce.1

10 There is already an existing gap in primary industry delivery in New Zealand, to meet the needs of industry. Section 9(2)(g)(i)

1

TEC’s Post Study Outcomes by TEO app, outcome year 2012/2013, under 25, sub-degree levels, and PTEs with more than 30 graduates in 2012/2013. We use data relating
to graduates in 2012/2013 as this provides outcomes three years after completion of qualifications. Outcomes using graduates from 2014/15 provide similar results but
there are slightly less graduates employed and slightly more jobseekers which is what we would expect two years after graduation.

TEC, 3 September 2018
A1267496
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11 Therefore, our proposed options for 2019 broadly focus around providing interim funding for the 2019 year, while we investigate longer term options
for Taratahi.

Although Taratahi plays an important role in the sector, it has seen a decline in educational performance
12 Taratahi’s educational performance has suffered in recent years, with a decline in the course completion rate achieved by learners. In 2017, Student
Achievement Component (SAC) levels 3 and above learners achieved a course completion rate of around 66%. When compared to other educational
providers delivering at SAC levels 3 to 5 in agriculture and horticulture, Taratahi’s course completion performance sits at around the middle in terms of
achievement (when compared against delivery at similar PTEs, and the qualifications delivered at ITPs in the agriculture/horticulture sector). However,
as indicated above, PSO outcomes for learners that complete study are high compared to the PTE sector.
13 This course completion rate decline can in some part be attributed to the significant changes within the organisation in the previous three years.
Following the Deloitte investigation, Taratahi was required to transition out of a number of qualifications that were not meeting NZQA and TEC delivery
requirements. This has meant an entire shift in the educational delivery of the organisation, whilst trying to internally redevelop staffing capabilities
and educational programmes. Our engagement has seen Taratahi shift its proposed mix of provision largely to higher performing qualifications for
2019. Where we are proposing to continue to fund some programmes that have historically been poorer performing, we have set clear expectations
with Taratahi about increased achievement levels, particularly in their level five agribusiness delivery. Taratahi has already begun to make changes to
the delivery of this qualification in 2018, which should result in increased performance if we continue to fund in 2019.
14 Taratahi is also a category three External Education and Review provider with the NZQA. This indicates that NZQA has concerns about the on-going
delivery at Taratahi, and has required them to review their internal processes and procedures significantly. While Taratahi was rated Confident in SelfAssessment, it was rated Not Yet Confident in Educational Performance in July 2017, based on visits to the organisation in October 2016. It will likely be
re-reviewed by NZQA in late 2018/early 2019.

Taratahi’s financial viability status is ‘high risk’
15 While Taratahi is progressing with diversifying its income streams, and reducing operational costs, it has cash flow issues in light of decreasing
enrolments from learners coupled with on-going fixed costs that cannot immediately be rectified. Section 9(2)(j)

16 Taratahi was also highly impacted by both the TEC’s Competitive SAC level 3 and 4 pilot (the pilot), and the cessation of delivery at Agriculture
New Zealand (they picked up this additional provision delivery through the pilot process). Taratahi bid aggressively through the pilot, and based on the
decision-making parameters, was allocated an ambitious level of funding for 2017 and 2018. Taratahi has not been able to deliver against its optimistic
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funded allocation, and has also struggled with the additional allocation of SAC levels 1 and 2 funding due to the closure of Agriculture NZ. Both of these
issues have placed a strain on the internal capabilities of Taratahi.
17 On-going discussions between the TEC and Taratahi have focused on the need for Taratahi to be able to support on-going delivery without a
dependence on TEC financial support. However, in its current state, there is a strong risk that Taratahi could not continue as an educational provider
without the on-going support of TEC (i.e. delayed repayment schedules for the investigation debt and/or over-payments made relating to significant
forecasted under-delivery in 2018).
18 Taratahi has stated that it needs immediate TEC financial support by delaying the recovery of funding from 2018 under-delivery. During 2018 Taratahi
is expected to deliver 50% of its allocated EFTS, resulting in an over-funding debt of $6M to be carried forward into 2019. Details are provided in the
table below. Funding to be withheld during 2018 includes the December grant funding payment ($1.36M) and fees free funding ($0.35m), totalling
$1.7M across both funding types.
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19 The following table provides a summary of Taratahi’s financial projections. This shows that Taratahi expects to be able to repay the $6M 2018 debt to
TEC during 2019 following selected asset sales and bank re-financing. The balance of the 2014 investigation debt ($3.9M) is proposed to be repaid over
the next eight years at $480k per year. A return to surplus is expected from 2021.

EFTS

Financial Assessment ($ Millions)
2018
2019
2020
633
663
684

2021
691

Revenue - TEC & MSD
Revenue - Other Education
Revenue - Farming

10.7
3.0
8.3

11.1
3.7
7.9

11.5
4.1
7.6

11.8
4.3
7.6

Net Surplus/(Loss)

(4.6)

(1.1)

(0.1)

0.5

44.8
(6.0)
(3.9)
(16.1)
18.8

39.6
(3.5)
(17.5)
18.6

39.4
(3.0)
(16.9)
19.5

39.9
(2.5)
(16.4)
21.0

Assets
TEC 2018 debt
TEC 2014 Debt
Other Liabilities
Equity

20 While there is sufficient asset coverage for all liabilities during this period, we have concerns regarding the following key assumptions:


Re-financing – it is unclear at this point whether a bank would agree to re-financing based on the current projections and key underlying
assumptions.




Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b)(ii)



Equivalent Full Time Student (EFTS) growth – 5% to 3% growth is forecast for the next two years. This level of growth will be difficult to achieve
based on previous performance. If there is no growth in EFTS, Taratahi will not return to surplus during this period.
Other educational revenue – projections are for significant growth in non-TEC funded education services. We do not have adequate evidence
that provides confidence the projections will be achieved, particularly as Taratahi also needs to increase its core educational services at the same
time.



Section 9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(b)(ii)



Targeted cost savings – a cost control program has begun with a target $3M annual cost saving target. This will be difficult to achieve given the
underlying fixed cost structure and the need to improve educational outcomes at the same time.
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21 Taratahi’s financial viability status remains at “high risk” and any future support will need to be structured to recognise this. In addition, if we fund
Taratahi in 2019, we will include funding conditions that require monthly financial reporting, as well as educational performance information, to
proactively manage any financial variances during the year.
22 Please note that this paper does not consider the allocation of Trades Academies funding (determined by Ministry of Education) and Māori and Pasifika
Trades Training (Off-Plan funding), both of which Taratahi receives in 2018, amounting to $1.8M. However, we do not consider the possible allocation
of these funds in future to materially change our concerns about the financial situation at Taratahi.

Residential programmes are high cost, and the standard EFTS funding rate does not cover delivery costs
23 Taratahi’s provision most valued by industry is its residential delivery, both in the Wairarapa and through the Telford campus in Balclutha.
24 Through the pilot, Taratahi received a higher funding rate for 2017/2018 delivery, which was calculated based on a cross-subsidisation of its residential
programmes. In 2017 and 2018, Taratahi was paid approximately $15k per SAC EFTS at levels 3 and 4. The Minister announced in March 2018 that all
competitive SAC funding would not continue into 2019.Thus, if Taratahi is funded in 2019, it would currently receive a decreased funding rate for
delivery, based on the standard SAC funding rates at levels 3 and above ($10,800 per EFTS). While the 1.6% increase in SAC funding rates will provide
some relief, Taratahi will be required to attract even more students in 2019 than in 2017/2018 to achieve the same level of funding.
25 One possible avenue to better allow us to support residential delivery would be the allocation of a Section 321 Grant for Special Purposes (Section 321
funding) under the Education Act. This funding, which requires ministerial approval, could be used to fund the additional pastoral care required for
Taratahi’s residential delivery. This is not a commonly used funding allocation and currently only two providers2, which are deemed to have national
significance, receive it. There is no guarantee this funding would be approved.

Section 9(2)(g)(i)
26 During 2018, we have requested that Taratahi continue to provide updated forecasts to the TEC in regard to delivery volume. While original estimates
sat near its 1,200 EFTS allocation, subsequent forecasts have dropped to 802 (May), 740 (July) and most recently 630 EFTS (August). Taratahi has
indicated through its engagement with us that its inaccurate forecasts are due to the lack of capability in its regional offices to forecast their delivery.
Taratahi does not appear to have sophisticated systems, high capability in monitoring overall delivery, and forecasting future educational activity and
determining learner demand.
27 Despite two years of under-delivery, this is the first Plan submission during this period that Taratahi has requested funding at a level that appears more
reasonable in light of past delivery (totalling 662 EFTS). However, given historical under-delivery and inaccurate forecasting, it is difficult to ascertain
2

The School of Dance and the School of Drama.
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whether this level of delivery can be achieved. While the Plan submitted does contain general strategies to engage more learners, and measures of
success relating to these, there is a level of uncertainty around their practical application.
28 In terms of educational performance, we requested information from Taratahi on where its year to date educational performance sits. It has not been
able to supply this to the TEC at this stage. While the Plan has outlined a large number of programmes, interventions and strategies to increase
educational performance – and proposals to cease delivery in some low-performing qualifications – we are concerned about the ability of the
organisation to make the gains committed through its performance commitments.
29 If we were to fund Taratahi in 2019, we would include a funding condition that requires Taratahi to finance and utilise an external Management
Consultant or Advisor, agreed by the TEC, who would look to address the shortfalls in current management capabilities. We would also require a
monthly progress report from this person.

Our normal Plan assessment process for PTEs would recommend that we decline Taratahi for funding in 2019
30 We have undertaken a Plan assessment of Taratahi’s proposed 2019 Plan. Based on this assessment, we have rated Taratahi as Not Yet Confident
overall, with specific ratings of Not Yet Confident for Strategic Intent, Not Yet Confident for its Mix of Provision (MOP), and Confident for its Educational
Performance Indicator Commitments.
31 The main concerns we have are around the provider’s ability to deliver to its proposed MoP (given historical forecasting issues), and the
aforementioned capability issues. There is more detail on these matters in Appendix One of this paper. In addition, the PTE fails the TEC’s prescribed
prudential financial standards for PTEs. If Taratahi was financially sound, through our normal process, we would recommend funding them on a oneyear basis, ensuring that we put strong educational performance monitoring in place.

However, there are some extra considerations that need to be made in regards to Taratahi
32 Taratahi has a nationwide operation. There is no other single provider that could take over this provision quickly. It is also being subcontracted by a
number of ITPs, meaning the impact of its closure would spread further than solely direct enrolments at the provider level.
33 While there are a number of other PTEs and ITPs delivering in the agriculture space, most of these are in smaller numbers. In addition, some regions
would have no coverage should Taratahi close. It would be relatively easy to engage other providers to deliver the provision Taratahi does at level five,
but not at levels three and four, or its residential provision. Section 9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(j)
we are aware of one other provider who has shown an
interest in entering primary sector educational delivery.
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34 Given Taratahi’s position within the primary industry sector, its history, and its establishment under an Act of Parliament, there may be political fallout
should it cease to deliver. Other Government agencies, such as the Ministry of Primary Industries, have concerns about the ongoing viability of
Taratahi, and are interested in ensuring that there are enough skilled workers for industry.

Funding Taratahi at any level in 2019 offers some level of risk
35 Our financial analysis indicates that funding Taratahi at the proposed level requested through their Plan (662 EFTS) would mean that Taratahi would
struggle to make any profit by 2021. This presents an issue given the level of debt owed to the TEC by Taratahi. Section 9(2)(g)(i)

36 Recognising the role that Taratahi has in the sector and the need to address its longer term viability, this paper offers both a short and longer term set
of options for consideration in the following two tables.
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Taratahi is struggling to deliver to its funded EFTS allocation
2

Following the investigation of Taratahi in 2014 and 2015, the organisation has faced several leadership changes and restructuring activity. The impact of
these changes continued into 2018, and coupled with decreasing overall enrolments in agricultural industry training, has meant that Taratahi has seen a
downturn in demand for its programmes against its funded allocation. Taratahi has also been required to continue to make repayments to the TEC for
its investigation debt. This has meant limited capital has been available for the organisation to invest in systems and processes to improve performance
and delivery, although it has still attempted to do so cautiously during 2017.

It is expecting to deliver to our priorities for Māori and Pasifika, as well as young learners, and to our primary industry investment brief
3

Taratahi’s focus is on preparing learners, particularly young learners, for a career in the primary industries. It also enrols a significant amount of Māori
learners, and in 2017 this was around 40% of total enrolments. However, Taratahi has achieved poor educational performance over the past two years.
As a result of our engagement over these issues, it has shifted funding away from several low-performing programmes, which will be offered for the
last time in 2018. For those programmes that are lower-performing that it wishes to continue delivering, it has outlined key steps being taken to ensure
greater levels of learner success.

4

Taratahi’s historic educational achievement performance is low. It has set performance commitments that do not reach parity by 2020. Given the levels
of achievement of Taratahi, it would have been extremely unlikely it would have achieved parity by 2020. However, it is committing to engage more
Māori and Pasifika learners, and the Plan submitted by Taratahi contains detail on the activities being undertaken to improve its educational
performance.

2019 will hold the following challenges for Taratahi, and we are recommending a decreased allocation for 2019
5

Taratahi have shown poor forecasting capability in the past. In 2017, they took on some provision formerly delivered by Agriculture NZ, and also took
over the Telford campus previously owned by Lincoln University (and before that, run as an independent ITP). While Taratahi has indicated it is
confident it will achieve delivery of its funded allocation in 2019, we hold concerns over its ability to do so – despite it being a decrease on the actual
2018 allocation (of which Taratahi is expected to deliver no more than 55%).

Our confidence in Taratahi
6

We are Not Yet Confident in Taratahi’s ability to deliver to its full funded allocation. While we have concerns about its educational performance, it has
outlined sufficient strategies to address these. However, it is difficult to ascertain (based on historical delivery patterns) whether Taratahi can achieve
the level of delivery it is seeking for 2019.
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Issues or risks
7

As outlined in the main body of this paper, Taratahi has significant financial viability issues. Section 9(2)(g)(i)
any decision to fund Taratahi contains a level of risk. In addition, there is a political and educational risk
should we choose not to fund the provider.

Proposed additional funding conditions for Taratahi
8

Our assessment of Taratahi’s proposed Plan and organisational capability indicates that, should TEC fund the provider in 2019, we will need to apply
organisation-specific funding conditions to protect our investment. These conditions will relate to ongoing monthly reporting from Taratahi to the TEC,
and monthly meetings with the TEC to ensure it is making progress towards both educational and delivery goals. We would also require Taratahi to
contract a Management Advisor or Consultant (approved by the TEC).
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Update on Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre

From:
Section 9(2)(a)

Delivery Directorate

Approved:
Gillian Dudgeon, Deputy Chief Executive, Delivery Directorate
Tim Fowler, Chief Executive

We are providing this Board Paper for your information only.

Purpose
1

The purpose of this paper is to provide an update to the TEC Board on Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre (Taratahi) and the actions we are taking to
understand and address its financial position.

We have engaged PwC to undertake urgent and critical analysis…
2

In early October, we engaged John Fisk from PwC, and his team, to go into Taratahi to assist with urgent financial modelling and analysis. This was
arranged in agreement with Taratahi. From our point of view, there is an urgent need to understand a number of key issues in more detail and we
were not confident that we could get this information from Taratahi.

3

Through PwC’s work, we will be able to have more informed discussions with the Taratahi Board, and Ministers, around how Taratahi may be able to
restructure its balance sheet and right size its operating model to be viable in the future. This information will also be needed before the TEC Board can
make decisions on Taratahi’s 2019 funding and how it will treat the debt owed to the TEC. As you are aware, the TEC has already funded Taratahi for
the student numbers it expects to deliver during 2018, and by continuing to provide funding, it is increasing the size of the debt as well as the risk of
non-payment.

4

PwC’s work will be in three phases, to ensure we get the most important information as soon as possible:
a. Phase One: assessment of current state – this will include a review of Taratahi’s assets, their disposal value (rather than book value), and the ability
to sell them given the legal framework it operates under. This is important to understand should a wind-down process eventuate and to give
confidence to the TEC Board that both the Westpac and the TEC debt is appropriately covered (noting that Westpac is a secured creditor and its
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debt will be prioritised over the TEC’s debt). PwC will also provide an assessment of short-term cash requirements for the remainder of 2018. This
will inform our decision on whether the remaining TEC payments for 2018 can be withheld. We received a draft report form this phase on 25
October and a summary is provided below.
b. Phase Two: modelling savings options and asset sales – this will include an assessment of the cash-saving initiatives and asset sale options available
to Taratahi. The key outcome of this work will be to identify if there are any viable options available for moving Taratahi towards a financially
sustainable position. This work will also include reviewing Taratahi’s financial model and its assumptions, and undertaking sensitivity analysis,
including downside scenarios which will reduce revenue or increase costs. This phase is due to be completed by the end of November in time for
the December TEC Board meeting.
c. Phase Three: significant change options – this will assess the options available involving more radical change to Taratahi’s delivery model. This
could include consolidating sites, exiting non-profitable provision, partnerships with other tertiary education organisations, or sub-contracting. This
work will also consider options involving direct Crown support or Crown ownership. PwC will need to work closely with Taratahi and officials from
various agencies on this phase as well as incorporate legal advice given the legal framework Taratahi operates under. There is no current time frame
for this work to be completed, and it will be dependent on the findings of the first two phases of work.

…but there is a range of work Taratahi can be doing themselves…
5

We have been engaging closely with Taratahi and its Board over recent months. Most recently, we met with members of the Board and senior
management team on 17 October. They are being co-operative and welcome any assistance but, in our view, they are looking to the Government for
guidance and ongoing support – both financially, and in determining the potential options available. Taratahi has noted however that it is open to all
options, including the selling of assets and fundamental changes to its delivery model.

6

We believe there are a number of actions Taratahi can take in the short term to reduce its debt level and improve viability while medium and long-term
options are assessed. Section 9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(j)

7

While Taratahi has also been implementing cost-savings initiatives over the past year, this work needs to continue with pace and our initial view is that
these could perhaps be more aggressive. Section 9(2)(j)
. Further assessment of what other asset sales could be made also needs to be undertaken (in conjunction
with PwC). We need to ensure Taratahi exhausts all options available to it to make the organisation financially sustainable, before any sort of Crown
support is considered.
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Section 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b)(ii)

…but cash is very tight…
9

PwC also confirms that Taratahi’s cash position is extremely tight. Taratahi has been proposing to ask the TEC that the $1.5 million December 2018
payment is not made given its significant under delivery this year. However, PwC has noted that this is only viable if all other income forecasts are
achieved and there is a significant risk that they will not all eventuate. If the income forecasts are not achieved, Taratahi is unlikely to be in a financial
position to continue operations without the December payment from the TEC. However, by making the payment, we will be increasing the level of
debt owed to the TEC. Taratahi has indicated it is putting significant effort into ensuring the December payment is not required.

10 We will continue to monitor Taratahi’s cash position closely over November before deciding on our planned approach to the December 2018 payment.
This decision will need to be made in late November, before the next Board meeting. We will keep the Board appraised of our approach through the
intersessional Board update.

…and we will provide the TEC Board with advice regarding 2019 funding decisions in December
11 We will provide the Board with comprehensive advice in December on Taratahi’s 2019 funding and options for how the debt owed to the TEC could be
treated. By this stage, we should have additional information from PwC and be able to make a more informed assessment around future viability and
the extent of the issues at Taratahi. Section 9(2)(g)(i)
, we will
be looking to assess if Taratahi can be viable in future. This will include assessing whether Taratahi has the ability to repay the debt over time, both
with and without Crown assistance.
12 Following this analysis, the TEC Board could consider providing interim funding for 2019. This would enable Taratahi to continue operating while
further financial savings are made and more work is undertaken on assessing the options to move Taratahi towards a financially sustainable position.
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As noted earlier, this could include a Crown capital injection, some form of Crown ownership, or another arrangement. We are continuing to assess
what options are feasible.
13 Typically, in situations such as these, particularly where a PTE is involved, the TEC would usually recommend that it be declined for funding in 2019.
This would be due to ongoing viability concerns, risks around non-delivery, and that continuing to fund Taratahi could increase its debt and therefore
the risk of non-payment. Given the uncertainty around Taratahi’s financial future, the TEC Board will have to balance the advantages and
disadvantages of each option. If the Board declines funding, Taratahi will cease operations and a key provider of vocational agricultural training will
shut down. If the Board provides funding, there is a potential risk of training not being provided and the high level of debt already owed to the TEC will
increase.
14 We will also continue to keep the Minister of Education and the Minister of Agriculture updated on developments, as both have a keen interest in the
situation. We understand that the Minister of Agriculture is meeting with Taratahi on 6 November to discuss its situation and possible solutions going
forward. Taratahi is also keen that the Ministry of Primary Industries review the Taratahi Act, and hopefully the Telford Act, to ensure they are fit-forpurpose. Both have complex trust arrangements and the Taratahi Act places a number of constraints on the Taratahi Board and requires Ministerial
consent for some actions (such as certain capital expenditure). A more effective, modern and independent governance framework would be beneficial.
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Update on Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre

From:

Approved:

Gillian Dudgeon, Deputy Chief Executive, Delivery

Tim Fowler, Chief Executive

Recommendations
Based on the advice and recommendations of the Chief Executive, it is recommended that the Board of Commissioners (the Board):
A.
B.
C.

D.

Note that we are engaging with the Taratahi Board of Trustees (the Taratahi Board) regarding establishing a range of options and broader solutions
for the future of Taratahi;
Note that we have requested a range of information from Taratahi to ensure that we have the confidence to confirm ongoing funding to Taratahi;
Note that we are currently exploring what our legislative and operational levers are for obtaining stronger oversight of the operations of Taratahi,
which is a privately owned Trust governed by provider-specific legislation; and
Note that we will not propose a funding recommendation for 2019 until we have received additional information from Taratahi, have more
certainty about its business recovery plan, and determined what approach we will recommend towards 2018 funding.

Taratahi continues to demonstrate a perilous cash flow position and the TEC is providing financial support to allow it to continue to trade
1

At the September 2018 Board meeting, we proposed a range of options for Taratahi in 2019, including funding, not funding, and funding only if Taratahi
could secure a banking facility to cover its full debt to the TEC. We did not provide a funding recommendation. If we were to fund Taratahi in 2019, we
would recommend providing approximately $7.3m. This is a significant decrease of funding when compared to its full 2018 funded allocation of $17M
(which it is under-delivering against).

2

We recommended in September that any funding decision would need to be based on evidence that Taratahi could manage its debt to us by
rebalancing its balance sheet, putting historical bank debt onto a long-term footing, and right-sizing the organisation to generate positive cash flows. By
the end of 2018, it is expected that Taratahi will hold the following major debts:
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Section 9(2)(b)(ii)



3

$3.9m to TEC for historical under-delivery and investigation debt up to 2015; and
$6.08M to TEC for 2018 under-delivery.

In 2018, we have paid Taratahi more funding than it has been able to use, growing its debt to TEC. Taratahi was expecting to be able to repay the debt
related to 2018 under-delivery by mid-2019 through asset sales and bank re-financing. Historical debt of $3.9m relating to its previous investigation was
proposed to be repaid over the next eight years.

Section 9(2)(ba)(i)

We are currently investigating our options for gaining greater oversight and influence of the operations and management of Taratahi, which
is a privately owned Trust
7

Given the significant issues at Taratahi, we are examining the range of options available to the TEC and are working closely with MPI to determine both
a short-term and a longer term approach towards the future of Taratahi. This includes exploring what our legislative and operational levers are for
obtaining greater oversight and influence over the operations and management of Taratahi. As a privately owned Trust governed by provider-specific
legislation (the Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre (Wairarapa) Act 1969) (Taratahi Act), both MPI and the TEC are able to instigate some
interventions, but we believe these are limited in nature.
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The legislative levers to intervene under the Education Act are limited
8 We believe that our current legislative powers, including using funding conditions, to intervene in a privately-owned PTE are limited even if land utilised
by that PTE was gifted to the Crown. Our legal advice supports this position. Any interventions (such as the appointment of a financial advisor or Crown
manager) set out in the Education Act 1989 relate to Tertiary Education Institutions, rather than PTEs. We have no ability to appoint a Commissioner, as
we did at Unitec Institute of Technology, which would allow us to gain strong oversight and monitoring of the day-to-day operations of Taratahi.
9

9(2)(h)

10 Historically, we have requested additional information and reporting from Taratahi in an attempt to be able to more closely monitor the organisation.
However, the information received has regularly been inaccurate due to a lack of internal capability within that organisation in regards to forecasting
and delivery.
The Taratahi Act also does not allow any significant intervention
11 The Taratahi Act specifies that the Minister for Primary Industries can remove Board members from office, but only due to their inability to perform the
functions of the office, bankruptcy, neglect of duty, or misconduct. At this stage, we do not consider we can make a case that the Board members have
neglected their duty in regards to the administration of all real and personal property vested in the Trust.
12 We have looked at our options to implement change at the governance level at Taratahi, but our ability is limited. MPI has the ability to appoint
members to the Taratahi Board under the Taratahi Act, but these members must be appointed on the nomination of specific industry committees. The
Minister of Education also holds the ability to nominate one Board member, and we are satisfied with the performance of this nominated Board
member. Board level change may improve the capability of governance in the medium-term, but it is unlikely to be of any help in the short-term.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the Taratahi Act specifies that the Board acts to administer all real and personal property vested in the Trust. It
does not specifically account for the financial and educational management of the PTE.
13 Section 9(2)(f)(iv)

Section 9(2)(j)

We have an option to suspend or revoke Taratahi’s funding for 2018
14 One option available to us is to propose to suspend or revoke funding for Taratahi under section 159YG of the Education Act. This will allow us to
engage with the Taratahi Board and ensure it is acutely aware of the seriousness of the situation. We could use this to ensure stronger oversight of its
operations, including investigating the possibility of having a person appointed by the TEC to provide advice to the Taratahi Board and to help Taratahi
with its forecasting and delivery issues. However, any agreement between the TEC and Taratahi would have to include an indemnity by Taratahi
relating to any loss caused by the appointee.
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15 Section 9(2)(h)

There is value in continuing to fund Taratahi but we need clarity on its long-term future and assurity of the likely repayment of debt
16 Given Taratahi’s strategic importance as a national provider of primary industry training, we need to look at all options available to us to ensure the
continuity of this delivery. However, we need clarity on how Taratahi expects to transform to a long-term, viable operation as well as have certainty of
its ability to repay debt to the Crown before the Board can make a decision on continuing to fund Taratahi.
17 We will continue to investigate the options available to us to gain greater oversight of Taratahi’s operations and ensure a sustainable future. This
includes ensuring that Taratahi is attractive for any possible takeover by another funded organisation, sale, or for operation under a management
contract if that eventuates. Section 9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(j)
18 We have recently written to the Taratahi Board seeking further information on its current situation and the options available to it to move towards a
sustainable future. This includes gaining a greater understanding of the assets Taratahi holds, the value of these assets, who they are owned by
(including the original farm that was gifted to the Crown) and the potential process for selling these assets. We are also due to meet with Taratahi
Board members before the Board meeting, where we will make our position clear and to work through the issues and options available to all parties. As
part of this, we will be discussing the capability of the Board and whether there needs to be any changes. We will also continue to engage closely with
the independent advisor and Westpac. I will verbally update you on this engagement at the Board meeting.
19 We will report back to you in November, including on an appropriate approach towards managing 2018 delivery and funding as well as any
recommendations on 2019 funding. If necessary, we will propose the Board only fund Taratahi for the first six months of 2019.
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